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Raksha Bandhan or Rakhi festival is an occasion to celebrate the sacred bond of love and affection
between siblings with lots of verve. Rakhi is a festival that celebrates a brother sister relationship.
Raksha Bandhan, the day stands for the unconditional love and affection shared between siblings.
The ritual of gifting is an indispensable part of the celebrations on Rakhi day. Thus, selecting gifts
on Rakshabandhan for sisters or brothers becomes an incredibly important task.

People start shopping for rakhi, rakhi gifts and rakhi return gifts much before the festival. They shop
for different types of rakhi hampers to make the day more special.

Sweets for Rakhi :

One of the most popular rakhi gift is sweets. Delicious sweets are the most traditional gift option that
are exchanged on the any festival. It imparts a special mood for a perfect celebration. This makes
sweets an important part of Rakhi celebration.

Sweets are must on rakhi thali that are used by sisters while tying rakhi thread to their brother.
Some of these are very traditional and some are prepared according to the changing taste of the
new generation. Some of the most demanding variety are Rasgulla, Kaju Sweets & Laddu. Now
days Chocolates, Cookies, Brownies, Truffles etc. have taken place of sweets and considered as an
alternative to the traditional sweets.

Sending Rakhi Gifts:

There are numbers of online sites that provide you the facility to send rakhi and rakhi gifts like rakhi
sweets, rakhi gift combos, rakhi greetings, etc. in minutes to any address around the world.
Nowadays, there are so many rakhi gift ideas with expensive rakhis like Silver Rakhi, Pearl Rakhi
and Gold Rakhi are very much in trend. Sisters can also send combo rakhi gifts like rakhi with puja
thali, rakhi with sweets, rakhi with flowers, rakhi with dry fruits and above all Rakhi Gift
Hampers.With the changing time, the trend of return gift has also become popular.

Rakhi Return Gifts for sisters:

After the rakhi tying ceremony, brothers please their sisters by loading them with lots of gifts and
cash. Rakhi Return Gifts for Sisters include household crafts, fresh flowers, greeting cards, designer
jewelry, ladies handbags, perfumes, Cosmetics etc which are sure to bring a smile on her face.

"Make your sister feel special by presenting her the best Rakhi gift ever"

Rakhi Return Gifts for Brothers:

All sisters wish to make their brother's life happy and peaceful. Gifting him something which he can
cherish all his life is surely an achievement that he would relish on Raksha Bandhan. Being highly
expressive, these beautiful and unique gifts clearly convey messages which words fail to transmit.
Examples of few such rakhi gifts are Branded perfumes and Body Sprays, Shirts or T-shirts, Wrist
Watches and Bracelets etc. If you think that your brother loves to adopt the latest technology and
trendiest gadgets, then get him one.

"Express your love to your Brothers with heart-taking Rakhi gifts"
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So, why to be unhappy if your brother or sister is not around. You can still convey your affection by
sending beautiful and attractive rakhi gifts to them.
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